Keypad displays module status and is used by the operator to interact with the module.

1. **Enter**
   Enter function codes (Manual mode required)

2. **Window**
   Displays error code or function mode

3. **Function**
   The right arrow to display the two digits error code
   The left arrow to display previous display
   Also used to select scroll for function codes

4. **Auto / Manual**
   Switch module to Automatic or Manual mode

5. **Pause / Run**
   Pause or resume operation
   Green light indicates module is paused

6. **Alarm**
   Silence audible alarm. Green light indicates an alarm occurred.

7. **Rack Load**
   Use when:
   Loading the Inlet with samples
   Loading a rack of Aliquot tubes
   Loading a rack of Aliquot tips
   Unloading rack(s) from an Outlet or Stockyard